OligoDesign: optimal design of LNA (locked nucleic acid) oligonucleotide capture probes for gene expression profiling
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ABSTRACT

We report the development of new software, OligoDesign, which provides optimal design of LNA (locked nucleic acid) substituted oligonucleotides for functional genomics applications. LNAs constitute a novel class of bicyclic RNA analogs having an exceptionally high affinity and specificity toward their complementary DNA and RNA target molecules. The OligoDesign software features recognition and filtering of the target sequence by genome-wide BLAST analysis in order to minimize cross-hybridization with non-target sequences. Furthermore it includes routines for prediction of melting temperature, self-annealing and secondary structure for LNA substituted oligonucleotides, as well as secondary structure prediction of the target nucleotide sequence. Individual scores for all these properties are calculated for each possible LNA oligonucleotide in the query gene and the OligoDesign program ranks the LNA capture probes according to a combined fuzzy logic score and finally returns the top scoring probes to the user in the output. We have successfully used the OligoDesign tool to design a Caenorhabditis elegans LNA oligonucleotide microarray, which allows monitoring of the expression of a set of 120 potential marker genes for a variety of stress and toxicological processes and toxicologically relevant pathways. The OligoDesign program is freely accessible at http://lnatools.com/.

INTRODUCTION

The challenge of creating comprehensive molecular catalogs of genes and proteins as well as establishing gene function and understanding biological processes for a specific organism demands the help of robust technologies, which can be applied to the exploration of a large number of parameters simultaneously. DNA chip technology utilizes miniaturized arrays of DNA molecules immobilized on solid surfaces for biochemical analyses. The power of DNA microarrays as experimental tools relies on the ultra specific molecular recognition of a specific element via complementary base pairing in combination with their miniaturized scale for the performance of massively parallel analyses. In the post-genomic era, microarrays have thus become the method of choice for many hybridization-based assays, such as expression profiling, DNA re-sequencing and genotyping on a genomic scale (1–7). Expression microarrays are capable of profiling gene expression patterns of tens of thousands of genes in a single experiment (8–10). On the other hand, the success of exploiting microarrays in functional genomics depends on continuous optimization of the array technology and the development of improved, cost-effective microarray platforms for producing accurate, reproducible and valid data.

DNA oligonucleotide microarrays have become increasingly popular in functional genomics applications. Several recent reports have focused on the sensitivity and specificity of different oligonucleotide-based microarray platforms demonstrating the usefulness of DNA oligonucleotide arrays in expression profiling compared to cDNA arrays (11–15). A common challenge for all DNA oligonucleotide microarrays is the need for gene specific oligonucleotides and an adequate compromise with respect to the sensitivity and specificity in the platform used. Recently, we have described a new microarray platform based on the use of locked nucleic acid (LNA) oligonucleotides, a novel class of bicyclic RNA analogs having an exceptionally high affinity toward their complementary DNA and RNA target molecules (16–18). Spotting of LNA-substituted oligonucleotides onto expression microarrays alongside the corresponding DNA oligonucleotides allowed direct comparison between the two probe types in expression profiling experiments. Our studies showed that introduction of LNA substitutions to DNA oligonucleotide capture probes resulted in a significant improvement in the discrimination between highly similar (90% sequence identity) mRNAs with a simultaneous increase in on-chip capture sensitivity (18). In addition, the use of LNAs allows full control of the melting
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temperature across microarray hybridizations (19). Since LNA chemistry is completely compatible with conventional DNA phosphoramidite chemistry, LNA substituted mixmer oligonucleotides can be designed to optimize performance.

The in silico design of optimal DNA oligonucleotides for functional genomics applications has been addressed previously by several non-commercial as well as commercial software packages (20–22; Array Designer: www.premierbiosoft.com/dnamicroarray/dnamicroarray.html; Pick70: se.osxgnu.org/pub/mirrors/sourceforge/arrayoligosel/; and Biosap: biosap.sourceforge.net/). Given the improved performance of LNA substituted oligonucleotides compared to DNA probes in expression profiling applications, it is desirable to develop general LNA design guidelines and automated software tools not presently available. In order to facilitate the use of LNA substituted oligonucleotides in functional genomics, we describe here a new software tool, designated OligoDesign, which addresses the key issues in the design of optimal LNA oligonucleotide capture probes for expression profiling microarrays. The OligoDesign program features several parameters, including recognition and filtering of the target sequence in the genome of interest, genome-wide BLAST analysis for minimized cross-hybridization, LNA melting temperature prediction, prediction of LNA self-annealing and secondary structure prediction for the LNA probe as well as the target nucleotide sequence. The optimal LNA substituted oligonucleotide for each gene is selected by applying fuzzy logic methods (23).

Individual scores for the aforementioned parameters are calculated for each possible oligonucleotide in the query gene and run through a fuzzification process with decision functions adapted from the neural network community (24). Finally, the program ranks the LNA oligonucleotide probes according to the combined fuzzy logic score and returns the top scoring probes to the user in the resulting web page. The OligoDesign program is freely accessible at http://lnatools.com/.

THE OLIGODESIGN PROGRAM

General work flow

The OligoDesign program accepts nucleotide target sequences in FASTA format (25) as input and provides a web page with the predicted LNA substituted oligonucleotide capture probes and their properties as output. On the input page, a number of parameters guiding the oligonucleotide design can be adjusted. The resulting web page provides tab-separated tables that can be copied into a spreadsheet for further processing and oligonucleotide data storage. The web server calls a combination of Perl and C programs running on a Unix platform. These programs are described in detail below.

Sliding window BLAST analysis

After submission of the target nucleotide sequence to the program, OligoDesign carries out a genome-wide search with the mRNA sequence as input using blastn (26) against the selected genome database. The available databases are listed on the web server. The blastn parameters are: W 9 -e 100 -F -S 3; the word length (default 9), the blastn expectation value (default 100) and the strand-to-search (default both) can be adjusted by the user. Blastn hits of 50 nt in length or longer with >98% sequence homology are considered to be the target gene and are filtered from the results. A window of the desired oligonucleotide length is moved across the mRNA sequence. For each window, which represents a potential LNA oligonucleotide capture probe, all matches to other sequences in the database are extracted from the blastn results and divided into two scores: the maximum number of matching nucleotides and the longest continuous match. The user can specify a threshold for both of these values as a percentage of the desired oligonucleotide length. The two values are determined and stored for all the possible oligonucleotides.

Prediction of duplex thermal stability and Tm equalization using LNA substitutions

The Tm is determined with a thermodynamic model based on the formula described in (27,28) and modified to predict the melting temperatures of DNA–LNA mixmers based on melting temperature measurements of >1400 DNA–LNA duplexes (for details, please see http://lna-tm.com). The Tm prediction tool has a standard deviation of 1.6 and 5.0°C for DNA and DNA–LNA mixmer oligonucleotides, respectively. The higher prediction error for LNA oligonucleotides is due to the more complex properties of these oligonucleotides, rather than lack of experimental data. The Tm prediction tool is freely accessible at http://lnatools.com/.

Self-annealing

Self-annealing of the oligonucleotides is determined using the Smith–Waterman (29) sequence alignment algorithm. The match values of the scoring matrix have been determined by using the coefficients of linear models determined from in-house oligonucleotide Tm measurements (data not shown), while the mismatch values are based on experiments described by Koshkin et al. (30). The algorithm corresponds to a simple linear melting temperature prediction, when applied to perfectly matched oligonucleotides. A comparison of the self-annealing scores calculated using the matrix described here, with Tm values predicted by the Tm prediction tool revealed a prediction error of ~10°C for DNA–LNA mixmers, which is only a few degrees higher than that achievable by the more complex algorithm of the Tm prediction tool.

Prediction of the secondary structures

The secondary structure prediction is carried out using the Nussinov algorithm (31), according to the same scoring matrix as used for the self-annealing. As above, the score gives an indication of the expected stability of the secondary structure. The self-annealing and secondary structure prediction tools are available at http://lnatools.com/. The secondary structures are predicted and filtered by calculating the most stable secondary structure within a 100 nt window moved across the target gene. The motivation for using a sliding window is that the fluorochrome-labelled target in expression microarray hybridizations is either fragmented (cRNA) or often not of full-length (cDNA), thereby creating a need for local secondary structure prediction. The number of nucleotides involved in a given predicted secondary structure is calculated.
Selection of the optimal LNA oligonucleotides

All parameters are calculated for every LNA oligonucleotide within the target nucleotide sequence. To determine how well an oligonucleotide fits the desired specifications, a fuzzification of the values is performed. The fuzzification formula is: \( 1/(1 + \exp(-k(c - x))) \); where \( k \) is the slope, \( c \) the cut-off, and \( x \) is the value of the property under consideration. It is inspired by the decision function of neural networks (24) and is used to make a soft decision about how well a given parameter fits the oligonucleotide criteria entered by the user. The scores of all the oligonucleotide properties are multiplied to give the final score. The user can weight a specific parameter by adjusting the given value from 0 to 5; the higher the value the more heavily the parameter is weighed in the combined oligonucleotide score. If the final score is close to one, all properties are well above the desired criteria, if it is close to zero, one or more of the parameters failed to meet the criteria set by the user.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DNA oligonucleotide microarrays have become increasingly popular in functional genomics applications. Several recent reports have demonstrated the usefulness of DNA oligonucleotide arrays in expression profiling (11–15). Compared to PCR products amplified from cDNA libraries, gene-specific oligonucleotides of 40–70 nt in length can be designed with optimized hybridization properties and minimized cross-hybridization. Besides controlled specificity, oligonucleotide microarrays enable detection of alternatively spliced mRNAs and discrimination between highly homologous transcripts. Furthermore, the use of oligonucleotides provides a more cost-effective platform avoiding from clone tracking, PCR amplification and sequence verification associated with the fabrication of cDNA arrays. A common challenge for all DNA oligonucleotide microarrays is the need for adequate design of gene-specific oligonucleotides with optimal sensitivity. A unique oligonucleotide capture probe will ideally hybridize to its target only, without cross-hybridization to cDNAs representing other genes in the genome, while simultaneously being capable of detecting low mRNA levels in the cell. Potential cross-hybridization to similar sequences is typically detected by general purpose sequence search methods such as BLAST or FASTA (25,26), whereas secondary structure prediction and self-annealing of the oligonucleotide can be modelled with sequence alignment or fold methods (32,33).

The melting temperature of the oligonucleotide must allow formation of a stable duplex with its target under the hybridization conditions used. Furthermore, the melting temperatures of the capture probes spotted onto a microarray must be normalized within a narrow \( T_m \) range enabling uniform hybridization conditions across the array. Other important oligonucleotide selection considerations are sequence complexity, position in the target gene and hybridization accessibility in the target. Sequence complexity can be evaluated as stretches of identical nucleotides. It is often an advantage to bias the oligonucleotide location close to the 3' end of the mRNA due to the oligo(dT) priming in the cDNA target synthesis. On the other hand, stable secondary structures in the target can make it inaccessible for hybridization. Consequently, oligonucleotides localized in these regions should be filtered out from the selected oligonucleotide set. It is often not possible to design an oligonucleotide that exhibits all the desired properties, thus creating a need for convenient design programs capable of selecting the most optimal oligonucleotides. This requires careful weighing of all the selection criteria and possibly accepting an oligonucleotide even though some of its properties are suboptimal.

We have previously described the use of LNA oligonucleotides in highly accurate genotyping assays for the apolipoprotein B R3500G SNP (34), and the apolipoprotein E codon 112 and 158 SNPs (35), as well as multiplex genotyping of 20 SNPs implicated within the dysmetabolic syndrome and with the maturity onset diabetes of the young (MODY) (19). In a recent study, we demonstrated that allele-specific LNA probes facilitate accurate genotyping of human populations by direct competitive hybridization to microarrays of immobilized patient amplicons. In addition, we showed that LNA oligonucleotide microarrays are more sensitive and specific in gene expression profiling when compared to DNA oligonucleotide arrays, enabling discrimination between highly homologous mRNAs with a simultaneous increase in sensitivity (18).

In order to facilitate the design of optimal LNA substituted oligonucleotides, we have developed a \( T_m \) prediction tool, based on determination of the thermal stability of \( >1400 \) DNA–DNA oligonucleotide duplexes by UV spectroscopy, as well as a software tool, OligoDesign, for \( in silico \) design of LNA oligonucleotides for functional genomics. The OligoDesign program addresses the key issues in the design of LNA oligonucleotide capture probes for expression microarray applications by providing unique, gene-specific oligonucleotide capture probes of a given length, typically 40–80mers, with equalized melting temperature, minimized cross-hybridization with homologous genes, as well as minimized self-annealing and secondary structures. These parameters are determined for each possible capture oligonucleotide for the query target sequence and presented to a fuzzy logic scoring system. The probes are hereafter ranked according to the fuzzy logic prediction and the top scoring suggestions are returned.

To demonstrate the utility of the OligoDesign program in optimal LNA oligonucleotide selection for expression profiling we have reported on the design and use of a *Caenorhabditis elegans* LNA tox microarray (18). The LNA oligonucleotide microarray monitors the expression of a set of 120 potential marker genes for a variety of stress and toxicity processes and toxicologically relevant pathways, including drug metabolism, DNA damage-repair, apoptosis, stress response, membrane proteins and cell cycle regulators. Gene-specific, 50mer LNA substituted oligonucleotides (with LNA at every third nucleotide position) were designed using the OligoDesign program, including capture probes for a selection of 25 cytochrome P450 genes with two oligonucleotides for each CYP450 target mRNA. The LNA oligonucleotides were synthesized with an anthraquinone group at the 5' end enabling photocoupling of the capture probes onto polymer microarray slides. The specificity of the CYP450 LNA oligonucleotides was validated by 50 individual microarray hybridizations using biotin-labelled antisense oligonucleotides as targets for each CYP450 LNA oligonucleotide, followed by development of the hybridization signals using Cy3-labelled streptavidin.
A strong, capture probe-specific hybridization signal was obtained from 47 CYP450 oligonucleotides with a signal-to-noise ratio of >5-fold compared to the probe showing highest cross-hybridization and an average signal-to-noise ratio of 230-fold across all CYP450 oligonucleotides. As an example, Figure 1 shows the microarray hybridization results from assessment of the specificity of the *C.elegans* CYP450 LNA oligonucleotide capture probes using a pool of 10 antisense target oligonucleotides. Two CYP450 oligonucleotides showed high cross-hybridization signals to each other due to the high similarity (80%) between the genes, which did not allow the OligoDesign program to design truly unique 50mer LNA capture probes for the two CYP450 target genes. Finally, one LNA capture probe was filtered from the validation data set due to a mislabeled antisense oligonucleotide. In addition to validation of the CYP450 capture probes, the LNA tox array has been used to investigate the transcriptional response to heat shock in developmentally staged *C.elegans* worms (18). Two heat shock proteins, HSP-70 (F44E5.4/5) and HSP-70 (H26D21.1) were found to be up-regulated in two independent microarray experiments, in accordance with previous *C.elegans* studies (36). Combined, these results imply that the OligoDesign program is highly useful in the design of unique LNA oligonucleotide capture probes for expression profiling microarrays.

In summary, we have developed a new software tool, which provides optimal in silico design of LNA substituted oligonucleotides for gene expression profiling. Given the high affinity of LNA oligonucleotides toward their complementary DNA and RNA targets together with their significantly improved discriminatory power, it would be highly attractive to integrate LNAs as enhancers to a wide variety of genomics applications. The OligoDesign software provides the researchers with the ability to design LNA oligonucleotides with optimized performance in nucleic acid recognition assays. The improved sensitivity and specificity of the LNA microarray platform may be especially advantageous in expression profiling of non-coding RNAs and assessment of alternative splicing.
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